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Abstract: Photocatalytic CO2 reduction into hydrocarbon fuels is one of the most efficient processes
since it serves as a renewable energy source while also lowering atmospheric CO2 levels. The
development of appropriate materials and technology to attain greater yield in CO2 photoreduction
is one of the key issues facing the 21st century. This study successfully fabricated novel ternary
reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/Au-TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs) photocatalysts to promote CO2

photoreduction to CH4. Visible light-responsive RGO/Au-TNTAs composite was synthesized by
facile electrochemical deposition of Au nanoparticles (NPs) and immersion of RGO nanosheets
onto TNTAs. The synthesized composite has been thoroughly investigated by FESEM, HR-TEM,
XRD, XPS, FT-IR, UV-Vis DRS, and PL analyzer to explain structural and functional performance.
Under the source of visible light, the maximum yield of CH4 was attained at 35.13 ppm/cm2 for
the RGO/Au-TNTAs composite photocatalyst after 4 h, which was considerably higher by a wide
margin than that of pure TNTAs, Au-TNTAs and RGO-TNTAs. The CO2 photoreduction of the
RGO/Au-TNTAs composite has been improved due to the combined effects of Au NPs and RGO. Due
to its surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) mechanism, Au NPs play a crucial role in the absorption of
visible light. Additionally, the middle RGO layers serve as effective electron transporters, facilitating
better separation of electron-hole pairs. The newly constructed composite would be a promising
photocatalyst for future photocatalytic applications in other fields.

Keywords: photocatalytic CO2 reduction; CH4 production; TNTAs; Au NPs; RGO; LSPR effect

1. Introduction

The high consumption of fossil fuels will lead to a serious global energy crisis in the
future [1–5]. It is estimated that our demand for these non-renewable sources will rise to 56%
by 2040 [6–8]. Moreover, burning of these fuels generates massive amounts of greenhouse
gases (mainly carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere leading to many environmental problems
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including climate change, global warming, acid rains, sea level rise, and health-related
problems [9–12]. Therefore, finding an efficient and sustainable energy source is highly
needed in the future. Photocatalytic carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction into valuable fuels
through solar light-assisted energy is regarded as one of the most promising technologies
for the mitigation of CO2 gas and partially fulfilling energy demands [13–16]. Among all
semiconductors, titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been employed as a typical photocatalyst,
owing to its low cost, high corrosion resistance, strong redox ability, and good chemical
stability [17–20]. However, TiO2 exhibits low photocatalytic production yields because of
its higher rate of recombination of photoexcited charges and low visible light harvesting.

Recently, the TiO2 in the form of nanotube arrays (TNTAs) has attracted much attention
due to the advantage of orthogonalization of light absorption by offering more scattering
and trapping of light [21]. Moreover, the TiO2 nanotube system facilitates the flow of
electrons among the nanotube walls providing more shortcuts compared to lengthened
electron pathways in nanoparticle systems [22–24]. However, the TNTAs photocatalyst still
performs poorly under visible light due to its wide band gap (3.0–3.2 eV) which limits its
application only to the UV range. Tremendous efforts have been devoted to addressing
these TNTAs drawbacks through various strategies such as band gap engineering [25,26],
coupling with metals and metal oxides [27,28], and doping with inorganic and organic
materials [29,30]. However, the incorporation of TNTAs with noble metals such as silver
(Ag), platinum (Pt), and gold (Au) was found to be the most effective strategy to en-
hance the photocatalytic performance by suppressing the recombination of photogenerated
charges [31,32]. This photocatalytic enhancement is attributed to the unique characteristic
of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Briefly, when the oscillation frequency
of noble meals free electrons is matched with the wavelength of the incident light, the
LSPR effect is induced, generating a high population of energetic electrons known as hot
electrons. These electrons are then transported to the neighboring semiconductor material
(TNTAs) and participated in the redox photocatalytic reactions [33,34]. Khatun et al. [35]
have successfully incorporated TNTAs with Au nanoparticles (NPs) through a facile elec-
trochemical deposition method for improving the photocatalytic CO2 conversion into CH4
under visible light. A binary component of Pt/Au NPs was also deposited on TNTAs by
Pan et al. [36] and displayed outstanding performance for photocatalytic CO2 reduction. In
a very recent study, Montakhab and coworkers [37] reported the decoration of TNTAs with
Ag NPs for enhanced TNTAs photodegradation efficiency under UV and visible light.

The incorporation of carbon-based materials along with noble metals to TNTAs acts as
an electron mediator for promoting the transfer and separation of charge carriers [38–40].
In the TiO2-based composite photocatalysts, both graphene and reduced graphene oxide
(GO and RGO) are considered emerging photosensitizers that effectively enhance visible
light absorption [41,42]. Devi et al. [43] reported the use of pt-coated, GO-wrapped TNTAs
for enhanced photocatalytic CO2 conversion to CH4. The photocatalytic CO2 reduction per-
formance over Au-TNTAs, and RGO-TNTAs binary nanocomposites has been extensively
studied. However, the performance of ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalysts under
visible light is still unexplored and has not been reported yet.

In this study, a well-designed RGO/Au-TNTAs ternary nanocomposite was suc-
cessfully fabricated using a facile method of electrochemical anodization and immersion
deposition. The novel ternary photocatalyst was tested for photocatalytic CO2 reduction
under visible light and displayed both enhanced characterization and better experimental
results compared to pure TNTAs. Finally, a simple mechanism has been proposed and
well explained to provide a clear understanding of the photocatalytic process over the
RGO/Au-TNTAs nanocomposite. This research provides a step forward in synthesizing
highly efficient noble metal-modified TNTAs photocatalyst systems for the conversion of
CO2 into valuable fuels through solar light-assisted energy.
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2. Experimental Overview
2.1. Reagents and Materials

Analytical grade substances were employed in this study and utilized as received from
Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals Company without any further purification. To prepare TNATs,
titanium (Ti) foils with 0.127 mm thickness (99.97%) were used. Ammonium fluoride
(NH4F, 98.0%), ethylene glycol (EG, 99.5%), and gold (III) chloride hydrate (HAuCl4,
99.99%) were used to prepare the electrolyte solutions. Natural graphite powder (99.99%),
sulphuric acid (H2SO4, 97%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%), phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 85%),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) and potassium permanganate (KMnO4, 99.39%) were used
to synthesise graphene oxide (GO). Ethyl alcohol (95%), acetone (99.5%), and purified water
obtained with the Nanopure® water system of Thermo Fisher Scientific were utilized for
all cleaning purposes prior to any experiment using ultrasonic cleaner (JAC-1020 P). A DC
power supply (GPS-3030DD, GW Instek) was employed for the anodization process. Finally,
a muffle furnace (WiseTherm®, version 1.3.1) was employed for annealing purposes.

2.2. Preparation of TNT Arrays

The TNTAs layer was formed on the Ti foil using an electrochemical anodization
method as reported in our previous study with slight modification [44]. In brief, a Ti foil
(14 mm × 13 mm) was used as a working electrode in 65 mL EG containing electrolyte
comprising 720 mg NH4F and 1.3 mL pure water. To get TNTAs on the Ti-substrate, a steady
voltage of 25 V was applied for approximately 3 h. A counter electrode of graphite rod
was employed. The as-prepared Ti nanotubes were amorphous. Hence, to get crystalline
TNTAs, the as-anodized sample was annealed in a programmable furnace for 2 h at 450 ◦C.

2.3. Preparation of Au-Deposited TNT Arrays

A facile electrochemical deposition method was utilized for the deposition of Au
nanoparticles into TNTAs. A previously reported experimental procedure [35] was followed
with slight modification. In precise, the as-prepared TNTAs sample was utilized as a
cathode while a Ti foil was employed as an anode. The anodization process was conducted
at room temperature using a 125 mL EG electrolyte containing 0.125 g of HAuCl4 and under
a voltage of 4 V for 3 min. Finally, the anodized Ti foil was rinsed, dried, and annealed
for 2 h at 550 ◦C so that hierarchical, well-ordered, Au-deposited TiO2 nanotube arrays
are obtained.

2.4. Preparation of GO and RGO

Natural graphite powder was used to prepare graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets
through Tour’s method [45]. Briefly, a certain amount (3 g) of graphite powder was
oxidized by an acidic solution of concentrated H2SO4 and H3PO4 acids (360:40 mL) with a
continuous stirring at 300 rpm in an oil bath. Then, KMnO4 (18 g) was gradually added to
the mixture in order to keep the reaction temperature at 50 ◦C. Consequently, the continu-
ous oxidation was performed for 24 h, after that the obtained suspension was cooled down
to normal temperature, and ice (400 mL) has been poured into the suspension. Additionally,
A total of 3 mL of H2O2 was slowly added into the suspension dropwise. Then, the suspen-
sion was centrifuged, washed several times for the removal of any leftover impurities, and
dried overnight at 60 ◦C to obtain pure blackish nanosheets of GO. The reduced graphene
oxide (RGO) was prepared through a thermal treatment of GO powder in which 3 mg of
graphene oxide was heated in a preheated furnace at 300 ◦C for 3 min to deliver a single
layer structure of blackish exfoliated RGO nanosheets.

2.5. Preparation of Au and RGO-Modified TNTAs (RGO/Au-TNTAs)

The RGO-TNTAs and RGO/Au-TNTAs composites were fabricated through a facile
immersion method. For the RGO-TNTAs composite, a pure TNTAs sample was immersed
for 3 h in RGO suspension prepared with 20 min sonication of 4 mL water and 2 mg of
RGO powder. The sample was then dried in an oven for 5 h at 60 ◦C and denoted as
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RGO-TNTAs. However, the ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalyst was synthesized with
a 4 h continuous immersion of Au-TNTAs sample in RGO suspension containing 1 mg of
RGO and 2 mL of pure water. Finally, the sample was dried in an oven for 5 h at 60 ◦C and
denoted as RGO/Au-TNTAs. Figure 1 shows the whole synthesis procedure of the ternary
RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalyst.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the synthesis procedure of RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalyst.

2.6. Characterization

The physical structures and surface morphologies of the synthesized samples were
characterized using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) equipped with
an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy detector, operating at a voltage of 20 kV
(Brand: JEOL, Model: JSM-7800F). The lattice structure and the nanoparticles size were
identified with the High-resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM) operating
at 200 kV voltage (Brand: Fei, Model: Tecnai-G2-20-Twin). An X-ray diffractometer (XRD)
of Bruker brand model D8 advance was employed to investigate the crystalline structure of
the newly developed composites with a Cu Kα radiation source, 40 mA current, and 40 kV
voltage. The chemical elemental species mapping and identification were acquired from
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analysis (XPS) (Brand: PHI, Model: 5000 VersaProbeII).
The functional groups in the prepared samples were investigated through the Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscope (FTIR) of the Perkin Elmer brand model Spectrum 100.
The visible light harvesting characteristics were studied with UV–vis diffuse reflectance
(UV-Vis DRS) spectrophotometer having wavelength ranging from 200 to 800 nm (Brand:
SHIMADZU, Model: UV, 2600-230V). The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the prepared
samples were performed through PL spectra with emitted laser beams of 325 nm (Brand:
EDINBURGH INSTRUMENTS, Model: NIR 300/2).

2.7. Quantification of Photocatalytic CO2 Reduction

The photocatalytic CO2 reduction process was carried out using a gas-phase photo-
reactor with a photocatalytic set-up as illustrated in Figure 2. A 300 W xenon lamp fitted
with a reflector was used as a visible light source with a light intensity of 100 Wm−2. The
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prepared photocatalysts were placed inside the photoreactor chamber. The whole system
was purged with N2 gas before any reactions to remove any trace gases and impurities.
Then a decidedly purified CO2 gas (99.99%) has been passed through the water bubbler at
room temperature and to the reaction chamber maintaining a flow rate of 50 mL min−1 until
a pressure of 100 kPa was attained. The lamp was switched on to start the photoreduction
process at room temperature and after 4 h of light irradiation, a gas product sample was
collected for every 1h intervals and analyzed by using a gas chromatograph (AGILENT,
Model: 7890A) equipped with a 25 m capillary column (AGILENT, PoraPLOT) and a flame
ionization detector (AGILENT, Model: 7890A) for the detection of CH4 gas. However, the
production rate of CH4 gas was calculated using Equation (1), as described in previous
studies [46,47].

Rate of CH4 generation =
Amount o f CH4 produced in ppm

Exposed area o f photocatalyst (cm2)× time (h)
(1)
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Characterization

The surface morphologies of the prepared photocatalysts were investigated in detail
through the FESEM analysis as presented in Figure 3. The TNTAs photocatalyst acted as the
base material for the deposition of other nanocomposite photocatalysts. The FESEM images
of pure TNTAs are shown in Figure 3a–c. As shown in Figure 3a, a top-view image of
self-organized and well-aligned TiO2 nanotubes has been clearly attained through FESEM
analysis. Figure 3b shows an image of open-pore TiO2 nanotubes that are well-attached to
each other with an average inner diameter of 60 ± 4 nm. A cross-sectional view image is
depicted in Figure 3c, revealing an efficient growth of one-dimensional, vertically oriented
TiO2 nanotubes over the Ti metal substrate with an excellent tube-length reaching up to
900 nm. The higher length of TiO2 nanotubes provides more chances for contact between
the nanotubes with the CO2 and H2O molecules [23,48]. These morphological results of
TNTAs are consistent with the literature reported by Ikreedeegh & Tahir [23], Devi et al. [43],
Sim et al. [49], Low et al. [50], and Lee and Kim [51], revealing the proper anodization with
sufficient annealing for achieving hierarchical, vertically orientated, free of surface-damage
and open-pores TNTAs.
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Figure 3. FESEM images of (a,b) Pure TNTAs at different magnifications (c) Cross-sectional view
of pure TNTAs, (d,e) Surface view of Au-TNTAs composite (f) Cross-sectional view of Au-TNTAs
composite, (g) Pure RGO surface, (h,i) RGO-TNTAs at different magnification and (j–l) Surface view
of RGO/Au-TNTAs composite at different magnification.

The Au nanoparticles have been successfully incorporated into the nanotubes through
the electrochemical deposition method. Figure 3d–f shows clearly the decoration of the
nanotubes mouth and walls with the Au nanoparticles (NPs). The crystalline size of Au
NPs was calculated to be 8 nm through the XRD analysis, while an average diameter of
60 nm was exhibited by the nanotubes. Due to the dispersion of Au nanoparticles over
TNT layers during electrochemical deposition the mouth of TNTAs remained clogged in
some places [52,53]. However, RGO sheets have been assembled onto Au-TNTAs which
balanced the Au NPs deposition on TNTAs. Figure 3g–i shows the pure RGO surface
and RGO-TNTAs composite at different magnifications. Due to the high recombination
rate of photogenerated charges associated with the TiO2, reduced graphene oxide (RGO)
has been incorporated into both TNTAs and Au-TNTAs. Eventually, the presence of well-
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dispersed RGO nanosheets would be beneficial for the efficient separation and transfer
of photogenerated electron-hole pairs [54,55]. Figure 3j–l shows clearly the presence of a
homogeneously deposited transparent RGO nanosheet with Au NPs on the top of the nan-
otubes. The clear observation of the RGO/Au-TNTAs in FESEM image demonstrated that
the TNTAs remained unchanged after the inclusion of both Au NPs and RGO nanosheets.
The one-dimensional (1D) TiO2 nanotubes with zero-dimensional (0D) deposited Au NPs
and the assembled two-dimensional (2D) transparent RGO nanosheets would provide
a larger surface area for the adsorption of both CO2 and water molecules. Moreover,
the uniform distribution of Au NPs can provide more LSPR zones for improving the
photocatalytic reaction.

The elemental analysis of TNTAs, Au-TNTAs, RGO-TNTAs and RGO/Au-TNTAs is
obtained through EDX analysis and presented in Figure S1a–1d. To ensure that Au and
RGO were evenly distributed and dispersed across the surface of the TNTAs plate, the EDX
analysis was carried out over several spots of the surface. As shown in Figure S1a, the
EDX results of TNTAs exhibited the presence of major elements like Ti and O. Figure S1b
confirms the presence of Ti, O and Au elements in Au-TNTAs photocatalysts. The EDX
analysis of RGO-TNTAs is displayed in Figure S1c and it revealed the good quality of RGO
through the elemental existence of Ti, O, and C without any impurities being detected. The
EDX mapping confirmed the presence of all specific elements like Au, C, Ti, and O in the
ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs composite with different atomic ratios of 7.3%, 12.4%, 61.1%, and
19.2%, respectively.

To provide additional evidence of the existence of Au NPs and RGO in the inner
space of the TNTAs, all of the prepared samples were examined by the HR-TEM. The
HR-TEM images of TNTAs, Au-TNTAs and RGO/Au-TNTAs are presented in Figure 4a–i.
Figure 4c reveals the lattice fringe of pure TNTAs by exhibiting a d-spacing of 0.35 nm,
corresponding to the plane (101) of TiO2 anatase phase (DB card number 7206075). Similar
d-spacing values of 0.35 nm for TNTAs wall surface were also reported by Sim et al. [56],
Goddeti et al. [57], and Zubair et al. [47]. Au NPs were homogeneously distributed in
the TNTAs and deposited inside the nanotubes as shown in Figure 4f. However, the
interlayer spacing of 0.24 nm can be indexed to the Au (111) lattice plane (DB card number
9008463). In this work, RGO incorporation with the Au-TNTAs has been reported for the
first time to improve the photocatalytic CO2 reduction performance. The transparent RGO
nanosheet was obvious in Figure 4g,h. After the incorporation of Au NPs and RGO into
TNTAs, the lattice fringes of TNTAs and Au NPs in the ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs composite
exhibited the same results obtained with the pure TNTAs and Au-TNTAs samples. These
observations were also conceding with the next XRD results.

XRD analysis is used to justify the average spacing of two crystal planes of the synthe-
sized samples as well as their crystal structure. The diffraction patterns of the synthesized
TNTAs (before and after annealing), bare RGO, RGO-TNTAs, Au-TNTAs, and RGO/Au-
TNTAs nanocomposites are depicted in Figure 5. Before annealing TNTs were in the
amorphous phase, no peak was detected for anatase or rutile. The TNTAs after annealing
displayed a sharp diffraction peak at 25.5◦ corresponding to the (101) plane of TiO2 anatase
(DB card number 9015929), more significant peaks were observed at the 2θ: 25.5◦, 38.6◦,
48.2◦, 54.3◦, 55.3◦ indexed to (101), (004), (200), (105), (211) planes of tetragonal anatase
phases of TiO2, respectively [58–60] while no peaks were detected for the TiO2 rutile phase.
It is evident from Figure 5, the peak at 23.5◦ and 42.8◦ correspond to the plane (002) and
(111) of RGO [23]. The XRD patterns of Au-TNTs and RGO/Au-TNTAs samples displayed
two noteworthy major diffraction peaks at 2θ: 39.2◦ and 77.3◦, attributed to the (111) and
(311) crystal planes of Au, indicating the successful deposition of Au nanoparticles [61,62].
These results were consistent with the standard card values (DB: 9013043). Moreover,
from XPS analysis the Ti4+ state confirmed the Au metallic nature in the Au-TNTs and
RGO/Au-TNTAs nanocomposites [61]. There is no typical diffraction peak of RGO in the
RGO/Au-TNTAs sample except plane of (111) at 42.8◦, this is mainly attributed to that
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the RGO characteristic peak at 25.0◦ was overlapped with the (101) peak of TiO2 anatase
phase [38,63].
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The crystallite size and the d-spacing of the synthesized samples were computed
using Scherrer and Bragg’s equations. Additionally, to determine the crystallite size of
TNTAs sharp diffraction peak of 25.5◦ for (101) crystal plane of anatase TiO2 was used.
The crystallite size for anatase TiO2 was measured as 31.30 nm which is consistent with
the previously reported study by Sim et al. [64]. After the inclusion of Au nanoparticles
into the TNTAs matrix, no significant changes in the crystallite size of anatase TiO2 in pure
TNTAs (31.30 nm) and RGO/Au-TNTAs (27.03 nm) were noticed. The crystalline size for
Au was determined for the sharp diffraction peak at 39.0◦ that has a crystal plane (111).
The mean crystallite size of Au was determined as ~8 nm.

3.2. Surface Analysis

It is well known that when a material is exposed to infrared radiation, every molecule
or chemical structure displays a distinct spectral fingerprint. Therefore, FTIR spectroscopy
was employed to identify the functional groups of the prepared samples and the results are
presented in Figure 6. The FTIR spectra revealed the successful reduction of the oxygen-
containing groups in GO to form RGO as shown in Figure 6 (a,b). The GO exhibited various
stretching vibration bands of 3400 cm−1 representing the hydroxyl (O-H) group, 1633 cm−1

for the unoxidized graphitic domains (C=C), 1384 cm−1 for the carboxyl (C-O) group and
at 1121 cm−1 for alkoxy and epoxy pairs (C-O) [32,56,65]. After the reduction, all the
peaks corresponding to the stretching vibration of oxygen-containing functional groups
(O-H and C-O) were significantly reduced as a result of the de-oxygenation process [25].
This de-oxygenation has no negative effect on CO2 photoreduction [23,48]. The RGO
peaks in the ternary composite also confirm the good decoration of RGO nanosheets on
TNTAs. However, the strong peak appearing at 807 cm−1 in pure TNTAs is ascribed
to the symmetrical stretching vibration band of TiO2 (Ti-O-Ti) [32]. The peak between
2500–2250 cm−1 for TNTs and Au-TNTs could be due to other oxygen-containing functional
groups. The TiO2 lattice vibration in doped TNTAs moved towards a lower frequency after
the addition of Au NPs and RGO nanosheets, indicating the successful development of the
ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs nanocomposite. Moreover, the absorption peak at 800 cm−1 in
RGO/Au-TNTAs is attributed to the Ti-O-C band as a result of the interaction between the
functionalities of Au and RGO with TNTAs [32,56,66].

To obtain more detailed information regarding the elemental state and chemical
composition of the RGO/Au-TNTAs composite, XPS analysis was performed and depicted
in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7a, the XPS spectra over the prepared TNTAs, Au–TNATs,
and RGO/Au–TNTAs samples confirmed the presence of compositional elements (Ti, C,
O, Au). The XPS analysis of individual TNTAs, Au–TNTAs and RGO–TNTAs has been
provided in supplementary information (see Figures S2–S4). The binding energies of Ti 2p
(Figure 7b) in RGO/Au–TNTAs were detected at two identical peaks of 459.07 eV (Ti 2p3/2)
and 464.49 eV (Ti 2p1/2) which are consistent with the previously reported studies [25,66].
It is worth mentioning that the separation of two peaks of Ti 2p spectra was found at
5.42 eV which confirmed the Ti4+ state of anatase TiO2 [25,47,66]. The O 1s XPS spectrum
can be fitted by two chemical states at 530.43 eV and 532.21 eV (Figure 7c). The binding
energy peak at 530.43 eV can be ascribed to the Ti-O bond (O lattice), whereas the peak at
532.21 eV corresponds to the oxygen vacancies [25,49]. The C 1s XPS spectra of RGO/Au-
TNTAs are presented in Figure 7d and its de-convolution results in four identical peaks
located at 284.23, 285.65, 287.88, and 290.96 eV which are attributed to the sp2 hybridized
carbon (C=C), epoxy and hydroxyl (C-O), carbonyl (C=O) and carboxylic (O-C=O) groups,
respectively. These functional groups suggest that C-O-Ti bonds may be formed when the
O-H groups on the TiO2 surface contact with the carboxyl (COOH) group on RGO [25,67].
The binding energies of Au 4f at 82.84 eV and 89.23 eV are associated with the standard Au
4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2 peaks, as portrayed in Figure 7e. The fact that they can be effectively
attributed to the Au0 loaded on TiO2 and Au NPs are synthesized on the surface of TNTAs
in a state of metal [62,68]. Therefore, the XPS analysis revealed that the oxygen vacancy,
Ti4+ state, and Au0 donor state are stable in the anatase lattice and functioning as the
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prevailing defect. Consequently, this defect state and the LSPR effect of Au NPs in the
ternary composite may narrow the bandgap and shift the optical absorption to the visible
light range [56,66].
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3.3. Optical Analysis

Photoluminescence (PL) analysis was employed for investigating the transfer and
separation efficiency of photogenerated charge carriers in the prepared samples. Higher PL
emissions are an indication of a higher recombination rate of electron-hole pairs while a
lower PL intensity peak refers to suppressed recombination [23,62]. Obviously, the pure
TNTAs sample exhibited the highest PL emissions with a sharp peak between 500 and
600 nm as depicted in Figure 8a. However, the PL emissions of TNTAs were greatly
decreased by the incorporation of Au NPs. The Au NPs have the LSPR characteristic which
can enhance the absorption of light by generating more electron hole pairs (e−/h+). The
formation of the Schottky junction due to due to the plasmic effect of Au doping also
facilitates the charge transfer [69]. The PL emissions were further reduced to a minimum in
the presence of RGO nanosheets with the Au-TNTAs composite, revealing the great role of
RGO as a solid electron mediator.
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The UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (UV-Vis DRS) is used to determine the
light-responsive character of the prepared samples. Figure 8b shows the UV-visible spectra
of pure TNTAs, Au-TNTAs, and RGO/Au-TNTAs composite. The un-doped TNTAs dis-
played an absorption edge at around 380 nm in the UV range as a result of the intrinsic band
gap absorption of TiO2 due to the electron transfer from the VB to the CB (O2p→Ti3d) [70].
Compared to pure TNTAs, the Au-TNTAs and RGO/Au-TNTAs samples exhibited an
enhanced light absorption in the range of 400 to 800 nm. Moreover, when Au NPs and
RGO nanosheets were deposited on TNTAs, the reduction of band edge to the visible light
region was enlarged which is mainly attributed to the LSPR effect [56,71].

To quantify the bandgap of all synthesized photocatalysts, the Tauc plots were obtained
in this study, as presented in Figure 8c. Tauc plots were estimated using the Kubelka-Munk
transformation function [71]. The detailed process for calculating the band gap of catalytic
materials has been provided in supplementary information. The band gap energies of
TNTAs, Au-TNTAs, and RGO/Au-TNTAs were found to be 3.27 eV, 2.92 eV, and 2.88 eV,
respectively. Clearly, the band gaps of Au-TNTAs and RGO/Au-TNTAs were reduced
compared to pure TNTAs. This reduction can be ascribed to the development of a sub-
band between the conduction and valance bands of TiO2 as a result of the addition of
Au and RGO, which allowed the electrons to be excited from the VB to the sub-band
state by absorbing visible light [32]. The RGO/Au-TNTAs composite has shown a greatly
improved ability to absorb visible light, making it a viable photocatalyst for photocatalytic
CO2 reduction.
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3.4. Phocatalytic CO2 Reduction Performance

The photocatalytic performance of pure TNTAs and modified TNTAs (Au-TNTAs,
RGO-TNTAs, and RGO-Au-TNTAs) photocatalysts were assessed for the photocatalytic
CO2 reduction with H2O vapor into CH4 under visible light irradiation. This study only
focused on CH4 production, though other value-added chemicals were also generated
during the CO2 reduction process which is one of the shortcomings of the present study.
The photo-reduction experiments were conducted in a fixed-bed gas-phase photoreactor.
For quality assurance reasons, a series of control tests were run under different conditions
(in the absence of photocatalyst, by using N2 gas as feed, and by performing reactions in
the dark) prior to any experiments to ensure that the products were not generated from the
photocatalysts themselves or any other additional side reactions. However, no hydrocarbon
products were detected during all control experiments. The rate of CO2 photoreduction to
CH4 was monitored by collecting samples from the reactor at 1 h intervals and analyzing
them using GC-FID. Figure 9a and Table S1, present the photocatalytic production rates
of CH4 over different photocatalysts at different irradiation times. After 4 h of light
irradiation, the pure TNTAs photocatalyst exhibited the lowest CH4 production rate of
1.24 ppm cm−2 h−1. This could be explained on the base that the TiO2 material is known to
be insensitive to visible light due to its comparatively wide range of band gaps. However,
after doping the TNTAs with RGO, the transfer of electrons was promoted, thus enhancing
the CH4 yield up to 4.41 ppm cm−2 h−1. The incorporation with RGO has also reduced the
charge recombination rate of TNTAs as it has 2D and planar π-conjugation nanostructure,
making it an effective electron-conductive material [72–74]. Moreover, the RGO nanosheets
provide a quick pathway for trapping the photoinduced electrons and suppressing the
charge carriers’ recombination. The Au-TNTAs displayed a notable improvement with a
CH4 production of 8.15 ppm cm−2 h−1. The loading of Au NPs into TNTAs has contributed
much to generating a higher rate of electrons for enhancing the CO2 photoreduction
activity, owing to the LSPR characteristic of Au NPs [75,76]. Compared to all tested
photocatalysts, the ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs nanocomposite exhibited the highest CH4
production evidenced by GC spectra (Figure S5). The rate is 10.62 ppm cm−2 h−1. This
photocatalytic enhancement was a result of the combination of the LSPR effect of Au NPs
and the RGO electron mediator. The significant improvement obtained by utilizing the
RGO/Au-TNTAs as a photocatalyst represented almost 9 times higher amount of produced
CH4 compared to pure TNTAs.

Figure 9b shows the total yield of CH4 evaluation for 4 h exposure to light irradiation.
The total yield of CH4 follows an ascending order of TNTAs (4.02 ppm cm−2) < RGO-TNTAs
(12.46 ppm cm−2) < Au–TNTAs (21.64 ppm cm−2) < RGO/Au–TNTAs (35.13 ppm cm−2).
The order of CO2 photoreduction to CH4 followed by the photocatalysts was consistent
with a previous study conducted by Sim et al. [56].

3.5. Comparison of CO2 Reduction Rate of TNTAs-Based Photocatalysts

The photocatalytic performances of the previously reported TNTAs-based photocata-
lysts along with the present study have been listed in Table 1. All the important information
including the synthesis methods of TNTAs and their composite, photocatalytic reaction
conditions, reactants, total yield of products, average rate of production, and enhancement
of production rate of composite photocatalysts compared to pure TNTAs are summarized
in order to get a clear understanding of the literature with the present work for the com-
parison of the present results with the previously published studies which considered
similar reaction conditions and reactants. The table shows that TNTAs have been employed
mostly with noble metals and carbon-based materials to improve CO2 photoreduction per-
formance. For instance, Ikreedeegh and Tahir [23], Razzaq et al. [46], and Zubair et al. [47]
employed carbon-based materials for enhancing the CO2 reduction rate. The maximum
production of CH4 (3322 µmol m−2), which is 1.94 times higher than pristine TNTs, was
attained after 4 h of irradiation utilizing the g-C3N4-RGO-TNTAs composite [23]. The
photocatalytic CO2 reduction performance was enhanced 5.6 and 4.4 times compared to
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pure TNTAs when modified the photocatalysts using GQDs and RGO, respectively [46,47].
Similar to the present study, Sim et al. [56] and Durga Devi et al. [43] have utilized both
noble metals and carbon-based materials to modify TNTAs photocatalysts. Both studies
employed Pt as a noble metal, while Sim et al. [56] and Durga Devi et al. [43] utilized
RGO and GO as a carbon sources, respectively. However, with the exception of the present
study, no other reports are available on the use of TNTAs coupled with Au and RGO for
photocatalytic CO2 reduction under visible light irradiation. Consistent with the present
study, both Sim et al. [56] and Durga Devi et al. [43] reported enhanced CO2 reduction rates
as following the order TNTAs > carbon-based material-TNTAs > noble metals-TNTAs.
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In this study, the novel synthesized RGO/Au-TNTAs exhibited elevated photocat-
alytic CO2 conversion performance compared to synthesized photocatalysts TNTAs, RGO-
TNTAs, and Au-TNTAs. It is evident from Table 1, that the highest enhancement of CH4
yield (8.75-fold) compared to pure TNTAs was attained in the present study by utiliz-
ing the RGO/Au-TNTAs as a photocatalyst. The significantly enhanced photocatalytic
performance of CH4 production is attributed to the successful development of a multi-
heterojunction system photocatalyst.

3.6. Proposed Mechanism for Photocatalytic Conversion of CO2 to CH4

The photocatalytic performance of any photocatalyst material is solely reliant on
its response to light and on the efficiency of charge separation and transfer. However,
the product selectivity is dependent on the positions of both the conduction band (CB)
and valance band (VB) as well as the number of electrons that participated during the
CO2 photoreduction process [11,77]. For a better understanding of the production of
CH4 through the photocatalytic CO2 reduction process over the ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs
photocatalyst in the presence of water vapor and under visible light, a simple reaction
mechanism has been proposed.
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Table 1. Comparison of photocatalytic CO2 reduction to CH4 by using various TNTAs-based composites.

Photocatalysts Synthesis Methods of TNTAs
and Composite

Photocatalytic
Reaction Conditions Reactants Total CH4 Yield Average Yield Rate

Enhancement of CH4
Yield Compared to

Pure TNTAs
Ref.

TNTAs
Anodization, photo-deposition

+ immersion

500 W tungsten–halogen lamp
visible light
100 W/m2

5 h

CO2 + H2O vapour

5.67 µmol m−2 1.13 µmol m−2 h−1 -

[56]
RGO-TNTs 6.89 µmol m−2 1.38 µmol m−2 h−1 1.22-times
Pt-TNTAs 9.03 µmol m−2 1.81 µmol m−2 h−1 1.6-times

RGO/Pt-TNTAs 10.96 µmol m−2 2.19 µmol m−2 h−1 1.94-times

TNTAs Anodization + electrochemical
deposition

100 W Xe lamp
visible light

1 h
CO2 + H2O vapour

1.28 ppm cm−2
1.28 ppm cm−2 h−1 - [46]RGO-TNTAs 5.67 ppm cm−2 5.67 ppm cm−2 h−1 4.4-times

TNTAs Anodization + electrochemical
deposition

100 W Xe lamp
visible light

3 h
CO2 + H2O vapour

1.05 ppm cm−2
0.35 ppm cm−2 h−1 -

[47]GQDs-TNTAs 5.94 ppm cm−2 1.98 ppm cm−2 h−1 5.6-times

TNTAs

Anodization + immersion
35 W Xe lamp visible light

20 mW cm−2

4 h
CO2+ H2O vapor

1713.6 µmol m−2 428.4 µmol m−2 h−1 -

[23]
g-C3N4-TNTAs 1841.5 µmol m−2 460.4 µmol m−2 h−1 1.13-times

g-C3N4-GO-TNTAs 2470.9 µmol m−2 617.7 µmol m−2 h−1 1.52-times
g-C3N4-RGO-TNTAs 3322.1 µmol m−2 830.5 µmol m−2 h−1 1.94-times

TNTAs
Anodization + electrophoretic

deposition

400 W metal-halide lamp
visible light

10 h
CO2 + H2O vapour

4700 µmol g−1 470 µmol g−1 h−1 -

[43]
GO-TNTAs 11,500 µmol g−1 1150 µmolg−1 h−1 2.45-times
Pt-TNTAs 34,320 µmol g−1 3432 µmol g−1 h−1 7.3-times

GO/Pt-TNTAs 31,430 µmol g−1 3143 µmol g−1 h−1 6.69-times

TNTAs
Anodization,

electrochemical-deposition +
immersion

300 W Xe lamp visible light
100 W/m2

4 h
CO2 + H2O vapour

4.02 ppm cm−2 1.01 ppm cm−2 h−1 -

This study
RGO-TNTAs 12.46 ppm cm−2 3.12 ppm cm−2 h−1 3.1-times
Au-TNTAs 21.64 ppm cm−2 5.41 ppm cm−2 h−1 5.38-times

RGO/Au-TNTAs 35.13 ppm cm−2 8.78 ppm cm−2 h−1 8.75-times
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The bare-TNTAs photocatalyst exhibited poor photocatalytic performance in convert-
ing CO2 to CH4 due to its low rate of charge transfer under visible light. However, the
employing of Au-TNTs as a photocatalyst improved the performance by leveraging the
LSPR behaviors of Au, which acted as a virus-like particles (VLPs) sensitizer with the
TNTAs [35]. The surface plasmonic oscillation of Au took place with the incident photon
energy generated by the light source which delocalized the Au NPs electrons and created
multiple SPR-enhanced heterojunctions which improved the efficiency of electron-hole
separation [56,78].

e−Au + hv(visible) → e−SPR (2)

TNTAs + e−SPR → h+VB + e−CB (3)

e−CB + RGO → e−RGO (4)

2 H2O + 4 h+ → O2 + 4 H+ (5)

CO2 + 8 H+ + 8 e− → CH4 + 2 H2O (6)

As illustrated in Figure 10, when the ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalyst is irradi-
ated with visible light, the light photons are absorbed by the Au NPs as a result of the LSPR
effect as shown in Equation (2). The photo-induced electrons in Au are injected into the CB
of TNTAs as demonstrated in Equation (3). The electrons (e−) are then transported from
the TNTAs CB to the RGO (Equation (4)), the RGO is serving as an electron reservoir by re-
ceiving the electrons from TNTAs CB, in addition to its ability in improving the absorption
of visible light, owing to its dark color. The electrons cloud on the RGO reacts with the CO2
molecules while the holes (h+) at the TNTAs VB oxidize water to produce hydrogen free
radicals (H+) which then react with the CO2 to form CH4 after a series of redox reactions
as shown in Equations (5) and (6). The synergetic effect of Au NPs and RGO nanosheets
prolonged the lifetime of electrons, enhanced visible light absorption, and increased the
surface area for higher CO2 adsorption on the photocatalysts surface and thus improving
the photocatalytic performance over the RGO-Au-TNTAs composite [79,80].
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4. Conclusions

In this study, visible light-responsive novel ternary RGO/Au-TNTAs composite photo-
catalyst was successfully fabricated using a facile approach for CO2 photoreduction to CH4.
Morphological and elemental investigation revealed that Au NPs and RGO nanosheets
were well-deposited into the TNTAs walls. Compared to the pristine TNTAs and binary
hybrid composites (Au-TNTAs and RGO-TNTAs), the ternary composite photocatalyst
exhibited superior photocatalytic performance. The photocatalytic CO2 reduction efficiency
of RGO/Au-TNTAs to produce CH4 was about 9 times higher than that of the pure TNTAs.
This improvement in photocatalytic performance can be attributed to the LSPR effect of
Au NPs and to the facilitation of electron-hole pairs separation by the RGO nanosheets.
Similar to the current study, Sim et al. [56] and Durga Devi et al. [43] modified TNTAs
photocatalysts using both noble metals and carbon-based materials. Both studies employed
Pt as a noble metal, while Sim et al. [56] and Durga Devi et al. [43] utilized RGO and GO as
carbon sources, respectively. When compared to those reported studies, the photocatalytic
CO2 conversion performance of the newly synthesized RGO/Au-TNTAs photocatalysts
in this study was significantly improved. The present research provides a step forward
in the understanding of visible light-generated charge transfer mechanism among the Au
NPs, RGO nanosheets, and TNTAs. The constructed novel ternary nanocomposite can be a
promising photocatalyst for future applications in the fields of environmental remediation
and energy production.
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